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For the Western Literary Messenget

The Star Aldebarame

A LECTURE BY John C. Lord, D. D.

Delivered before theYoung Mens' Association Feb. 14, 1848.

This is a fixed star of the first magnitude situa

ted in the eye of Taurus. It is the largest star

of the groupe, and with four others in the face of

Taurus composes the Hyades; it is commonly

called the Bull's Eye. The Hyades is a cluster

of stars situated about eleven degress South-east

from the Pleiades, consisting chiefly of small stars

so arranged as to form a figure like the letter W.

“At the left,” says an astronomer, “on the top

of the letter is a star of the first magnitude called

Aldebaran, which is distinguished from most of

the other stars by its ruddy appearance." Palili

cimm is another name of this star, and the usual

cognomen of Aldebaran is supposed to be of

Arabic origin. The parallax of this star is not

known and of course its distance from us cannot

be determined, that it is immense and almost

beyond the power of numbers to compute is obvi

ous from the ascertained distances of those fixed

stars which are more within the range of our ob

servation. The distance of sixty-one Cygni is

ſound to be about 592,000 times that of the earth

from the sun, and light travelling at the rate of

192,000 miles in a second is more than nine years

in passing from this star to our planet. Vast as

this distance is, there are observable stars, and

Aldebaran is probably one of them who are per

haps a hundred times farther from us and from

whom the passage of light to the earth may be

reckoned by centuries. i. it is no part of our

design to enter upon the details of the vast subject

of Astronomy. There are those here far more

competent to such a task than the speaker, some

of whom have won a degree of deserved celebrity

in this department of science. The Star Aldeba

ran is simply our motto ; we use it as some

preachers improve passages of Holy Writ merely

by way of accommodation. This is a convenient

mode when one is desirous of having no very

close connexion between his text and his sermon.

of hanging a great variety of topics upon the

thread of his discourse like beads of different sizes

and material strung without form or order. But

though we intend to be discursive we hope not to

be tedious. The Slar Aldebaran is not so com

prehensive a topic as the one selected by an old

author who wrote in Latin and who entitled his

book “De Omnibus reous et quibusdam aliis,”

“concerning all things and some others,” which

at least was giving his readers fair warning of the

Herculean task they were about to enter upon.

Some may condemn us as presumptive in selecting

so high a theme. What can he tell us of this star,

upon whom no man has laid the measure, or

stretched a line upon it ! Will the wings of his

imagination carry him over that impassable solitude

of space that separates the Earth from the Star

Aldebaran, will not his pinions melt like those of

Icarus, before he has fairly taken his departure

from this planet! With the writer of the afore

said book upon “all things and some others,” the

speaker is likely to fall into the condemnation of

unpardonable*.*. On the other hand

it will be said that the topic is unworthy this en

§),

jester# 93 iterárğ
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lightened age in which there is so much to admire

and applaud, that a man is a fool to talk about

any other stars than those which began to shine in

the 19th century, and before whom Aldebaran and

all the ancient lights must “pale their ineffectual

fires.” What presumption is this, says one, to

bring before us an insignificant star whose twink

ling is only noticed by a few visionaries who are

behind the intelligence of the age, unmindful of

those glories, which have newly risen to drive

away the darkness of antiquity. What utility is

theme, says another, in discussions about stars?—

what money is there to be made out of such inves

tigations?—what impetus can be given to that pro

gress which is the glory of the modern generations

and the shame by contrast of the past? How can

any man have the face to leave the beaten track of

glorification to go into the forbidden paths of

ancient and forgotten things? How much better

these themes whose popularity is as exhaustless as

is the appetite of the vanity to which they min

ister, which are sure of success, which never fail

of that applause which the law of reciprocity de

mands agreeably to the Scotch proverb “some

thing for some thing,” or “flatter me and I'll flat

ter you.” But notwithstanding these anticipated

criticims we hope that our star will meet with

favor, that Aldebaran being a fixed star may be

allowed to shine without the aid of borrowed

light. We hope the Press, if they condescend to

notice our Star at all, will be favorable, and being

native and “to the manor born" we may expect

at least that stereotyped compliment with which

most of our predecessors and all the lecturers from

abroad have been gratified, to wit: “that the dis

tinguished gentleman fully sustained his high rep

utation to the gratification of the numerous and

intelligent audience,” &e., &c. This saves all

details and that particular criticism which we con

ſess we fear Aldebaran could not safely encounter.

We have no expectation of shining as a bright

and particular star, and desire no greater encomi

um than the usage demands. We ask no brighter

coloring for Palilicium pictures from the press

than that which is used at every sitting and for the

common portrait, which in the poetic and elegant

phraseology of the West “is as large as life and

twice as natural.”

We hope the antiquity of Aldebaran will be

excused, for he has continued to shine while many

lesser though apparently brighter lights have gone

out. Many a Meteor has startled the nations and

filled the horizon with light which has only left

behind it darkness more intense; but Aldebaran

began to shine when the “morning stars sang

together and all the sons of God shouted for joy.”

From that day to this, with uniform and steady

lustre he has looked out upon the mutations of

human affairs. Upon Eden the garden of God

*The equanimity of a Sub-Editor of a Daily Paper in

this city seems greatly disturbed by our remarks; he looks

as solemn as an Owl upon our pleasantry, and shoots us

Indian like from every bush and over the shoulder of every

new Lecturer. A good hearty bark at us in the outse

instead of this stealthy snarling would perhaps have free

him from those flatulent points! which seem, notwith:

standing their windiness, to have pricked him. Most

humbly do we assure the learned gentleman that we did

not mean him either in this place or in our general remarks

upon Progress and Self-reliance.
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shone the Eye of Taurus, whose light was shed

upon the primitive and happy pair who sat by the

tree of life, and saw its silver leaves glimtner in

the rays of Pallicium. He looked pitifully out

upon the ruins of the fall and saw those genera

tions who filled the Earth with violence. The

light of this star, gleamed upon the waters that

swept away the inhabitants of the old world, and

covered the earth as with a garment. Upon Alde

baran and his constellation Noah and his house

hold gazed from the Ark with hope, seeing that

God had not disturbed the heavenly bodies, the

stars yet shone in their courses, though he had

smitten the earth with n curse. His rays played

scornfully upon the towers of Babel which sought

to liſt themselves among the stars and were thun

der-smitten. He looked into the eyes of the star

gazers who in the plains of Chaldea first sought

to mark the laws of the heavenly bodies and to

map their courses. . Upon that night of fear when

the Angel of the Lord smote the first born of

Egypt in every house, looked out Aldebaran.-

His beams fell upon that company who wandered

through the wilderness and heard the voice of

God from the precipices of Sinai. Upon the

shepherds who watched by night in Gallilee and

ineard the annunciation of a Saviour's birth,

beamed Aldebaran—his eye rested upon the Sep

ulchre of the Lord of Life and upon the Roman

guards that watched its portals. ... He saw the wolf

nurtured. founders of ancient Rome, and shone

upon the Kingdom. the Republic and the Empire.

His light was reflected from the Pagan altars and

from the Christian temples of the Eternal City.

Her Kings and Consuls, her Dictators and Tri

bunes, her Senators and Emperors passed in suc

cession before Aldebaran. He saw her rise and

fall and the broken fragments of her empire out

of which the modern kingdoms of Europe came,

and he shines on with the same calm and holy

light which beamed from him at the beginning.

Think not the less kindly of Aldebaran for his

age, if he has made no progress he has at least lost

none of his pristine glory. If he does not glow

the more º shine the brighter in view of the

amazing advances of the nineteenth century, think

what an apology he has before whom so many

generations, with the same bright hopes, the same

fond anticipations, the same expectations of pro

gress and the same certainty of success, have

passed and been broken on the rock bound shores

of time. Consider how he is bewildered in his

conclusions by his experience of the past, not

perceiving as we do, that our pride has any better

ſoundatio.1 or our progress any more certain

result than that of other ages whose expectations

have perished and over the broken monuments of

whose magnificence, Aldebaran now shines as he

did in their day of promise and glory.

Perhaps the stars are offended because we have

departed from the faith of their ancient votaries.

We hold up to scorn the pursuits of the old

Astrologer who saw, or fancied he saw, connex

ions infinite in the universe, who ignorant of the

sublime discovery of modern times that men are

born under bumps, believed that they were born

under stars, and watched the conjunctions of the

heavenly bodies and marked those which were

predominant in the house of life. He cast a horo

scope of the heavens (the benighted man) instead

of drawing a chart of the head. If Mars was in

the ascendant he predicted the characteristic of

fiery carnage for the child born under the influ

ence of the blood red planet, while with a wisdom

which excites astonishment among the heavenly

bodies the moderns predict combativeness from a

particular protaberance of the brain. Nor should

it be forgotten that our Aldebaran has a red and

fiery appearance like Mars, and is possibly a

vehement and passionate star and the more readily

angered to see the Astrologer driven from his

tower, his Astrolabe broken, his lofty conceptious

ridiculed, his high imaginings of connexions

between the immortal soul of man and the glori

ous orbs that preside over his birth cast down be

ſore the earthly and sensual speculations of mod

ern philosophy. Possibly he has incited the other

stars to join in a conspiracy not to honor this

giſted and remarkable, this unsurpassed and un

surpassable age with any extraordinary degree of

shining or unusual commotion, on account of this

dishonor cast upon the ancient votaries of the

heavenly host. The stars have the presumption

to think that the old delusion was more.

ble than the new, more honorable to them and

more agreeable to the analogies and connexions

of the universe. They have the hardihood to

believe that there are higher significances in them

than magnitude, motion and distance, and that

God created them and suspended them in space

not only that they might be measured, their mo

tions ascertained, their revolutions counted and

their distances observed, but to teach great moral

lessons of the Being and glory of Him who made

them, and of the immutability and accountability

of the creatures who are able to survey and com

prehend them, and the ſoolish stars, think that even

judicial astrology fanciful as it was and false in its

application, was yet a nobler and more exeusable

error than some of the philosophies of this enligh

tened generation.

Possibly the stars blinded by ancient prejudices

have an idea that the old exploded Alchemy, the

parent of our modern Chemistry, is not without

a counterpart in our times which we know, thanks

to our ſreedom from all prejudices, are the days

of progress and perſection. It is highly probable

that Aldebaran, that old fashioned star, has a notion

that the search aſter the philosopher's stone, the

effort to transmute the metals to gold, based upon

a true philosophy that all metals and all forms

of matter having a common basis being re

solved by fire into certain gases, and ſailing only

because our chemistry is not as perfect as that of

nature, was as respectable a pursuit as that which

seeks to demonstrate a universal animal attraction

winch transmutes souls and passes them out of

their own natural bodies to those of others. He

might argue, if stars reason, that the partial suc

cess which has attended the efforts of the French

chemists to form diamonds from carbon, proves

that the attempt of the Alchemyst to manufacture

metals was not really so absurd as this enligtened

age imagines or at least is no more ridiculous than

some things which characterize a generation which

so easily discover the mote in the eye of the for

mergenerations without perceiving the beam in its

own. If our star has such notions it certainly is

an explanation of his extraordinary equanmity in

view of our progress, and an apology for him and

the other stars for not holding a jubilee over the

19th century.

Besides the stars are prejudiced in favor of that

old gospel, the proclamation of which they heard

in that hour of sorrow when condemnation, de

pravity and death became the sad inheritance of

onr race. They heard its annunciation in that

day of doom, they saw its light break upon the

darkness, they have watched its course and pro

gress through successive dispensations for more

than six thousand years, and they believe in it yet!

They do not see icith us that whatever is old is

necessarily false, and whatever is novel is for that

cause to be received as true. With the suspicion

common to age, and they are old enough to be in

their dotage, they ºf: the new gospels which

toe discorer to be the forernnners of a grand politi

cal and philosophical tuillenium, with little favor,
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they think the old is better and will finally work

its divinely predicted end. They have seen a

great many failures of similar inventions in their

long watch as seutinels of the sky and they fool

ishly conclude that those of our projection are no

better. Unhappy stars who because they have

themselves made no advances, but shine with the

same light and revolve in the same orbits as at the

beginning, who for the reason that they see no

law of progress in that vast mechanism of Al

mighty God in the natural universe which moves

in the same grand order, obeys the same laws and

fulfills the same end as in the day when GOD said

“let there be light and light was;" who because

the Creator has endowed the different orders of

his creatures with powers which distinguish

them as angels or men; as greater or lesser

lights are known annong the heavenly bodies, and

as one star differeth from another star in glory,

couclude that men are likely to continue men while

in the body, characterized in every age by similar

powers and wholly unºble to usurp the thrones of

the Cherubim. Because they have never seen a

star leave the orbit for which it was made to pass

into another, or a planet become a sun, they reject

the doctrine of progress, and with an inconclusive

reasoning marvellous in our eyes, they judge

that the men of the 19th century are of like pas.

sions and of like intellectual endowments with

those of former generations whose passage over

the stage of life they have marked for so many

centuries.

But while the benighted stars have watched, and

the red eye of Aldebarah has been looking out

upon the generations of men, what human eyes

have marked the constellations and returned the

gaze of Taurus? Who was it in Arabia that seek.

ing the cool night to traverse the burning desert

inflamed by the sun, and charmed with the aspect

of the great star in the Hy a les gave him the

#. and magnificent name of Aldebaran 7–

ow many travellers in that cloudless and arid

climate have watched for the appearance of this

star and hailed him and his fellows with joy: as

Southey makes his pilgrim in the desert exclaim

“How beautiful is night!

See what a balmy freshness fills the air–

How beautiful is night.”

In the plains of Arabia in the days of the Patri.

arch Job, within a few centuries after the flood,

men looking at the stars heard voices from the

heavenly host—“Canst thou bind the sweet influ.

ences of Pleiades or loose the bands of Orion?

Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth in his season? or

canst thou guide Arcturus and his sons? Know

est thou the ordinances of heaven? Canst thou

set the dominion thereof in the earth 7” Some

of the Arabians saw God in the stars and said “He

commandeth the sun and it riseth not and sealeth

up the stars which alone spreadeth out the Heav

ens which maketh Arcturus, Orion and the Plei

ades, and the chambers of the South.” Others in

that early and primitive age profanely wor

shipped the Host of Heaven, “kissing theirhands”

to the moon walking in her brightness, and ado

ring the stars shining in their courses. Our star is

named in the ancient and sacred book of Job

whose Chimah and Chesil are Taurus and Scor

pio; and Dr. Hales reckons the time of Job by

the allusion made to Aldebaran and his position.

Distinguished among his fellows, the chief in his

constellation, how many eyes in every generation

have watched Aldebaran. Some in the ignorant

yet beautiful simplicity of the child who fancied

the stars were openings to let glimpses of the

heavenly glory through. . Others in the dawn of

seience perceiving something of the truth, observ

ing the revolutions and motions of the heavenly

bodies, and though ignorant of the true astrono

my, yet conjecturing what is now demonstrated

that all “are but parts of one stupendous whole.”

perverted the great and just idea of mutual

influences and dependencies to the uses of judicial

Astrology, which though false in its details was

still a grand and poetic imagination which had its

foundation in truth. How many eyes who have

watched the stars have since, it may be, fathomed

their mysteries, having been clothed upon with

the spiritual body and permitted to inspect the

universe as we now survey the planet we inhabit.

As it is now demonstrated that thought may be

communicated upon the lightnings wing, as mes

sengers swifter than those creations of the great

dramatist who at their master's bidding

“Trode the ooze of the salt deep,

And ran upon the sharp wind of the north,”

and “put a girdle round about the earth in ſory

minutes,” are now perſorming the business o'

men and passing their messages without the per

ceptible passage of time—the doctrine of a spirit

ual state and a spiritual body ought no longer to

appear incredible to the most skeptical philoso

phers. A glimpse of the powers of the world to

come seems to be given us in this mysterious

agency, which breaks over the barriers of time

and space, and is not amenable to the laws which

ordinarily regulate all material things. As in the

gradations of creature existence there are links

connecting the different orders of being, from an

insect to an angel; so there may be between the

various modes of existence, between the natural

body and the spiritual body, between the life that

now is and the life to come, an agency which,

while belonging to the one manifests sounething of

the powers of the other. Who can with any con

sistency impeach the doctrine that the soul in ano

ther life may be clothed upon with an organiza.

tion, in which it shall pass with a rapidity exceed.

ing that of light, seeing that it can employ an

agent here whose motion is independent of time,

whose speed is unlimited by space

It would be no unfounded and visionary spec

ulation, then, if there were no warrant from sa

cred scripture, which would transport in an other

organization to this distant star, those who in

time gazed into the eye of Taurus, in the watches

of the night, desirious to know the secrets of that

glorious galaxy.

“Forever singing as they shine,

The hand that made us is divine.”

To them Aldebaran is now seen a glorious sun

around whom revolves a vast planetary system

a world filled with life, to whose inhabitants our

planet is invisible, and who behold the sun of our

system a twinkling star adorning their night, as

ours is illuminated by the Hyades, in that beauti.

ful system of reciprocity and mutual dependence

which characterises the material universe, and is

analagous to that great law of love that binds all

intelligences in the moral government of God.-

Perhaps those to whose vision the secrets of Alde

baran have been exposed have found this law un:

broken there, and discovered in that great world a

race who have never been corrupted by the mad

ambition to become as Gods knowing good and

evil, who have never been bewildered by procla

mations of a law of progress from that arch rebel

who is King over all the children of pride,' that

• Covering Cherub' who once sat ‘amid the stones

of fire,’ but fell from his high estate because he

would be higher, and now

“Prince of the fallen, around him sweep

The billows of the burning deep.”

Perhaps the temptation ye shall be as God, and

ye shall not surely die' was resisted in Aklebaran,
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whose simple inhabitants yet rejoice in their origi

nal holiness, content with their Eden, and know.

ing neither sin, sorrow or death. We may sup

pose that they who now with angel's flight pass

round the mighty orb, which was once seen by

them as a twinkling star, behold an unbroken law

and a perpetuated paradise. They survey an in

nocent world, creatures uncontaminated by sin,

happiness unmingled with the alloy of transgres

sion. No curse has entered there, no cry of vio.

lence is heard, no voice of brother's blood ascen

ding to the heavens, calling for vengeance. No

warring elements contend for mastery, emblems

of the unruly passions they are commissioned to

chastise, no ministers of death, pale visaged and

remorseless pursuing with hot haste the fallen and

condemned, whose life ſor their sins is made as a

vapor, and whose days are swifter than a wea

ver's shuttle.' The king of terrors has no domin

ion where sin has had no entrance, and the shad.

ow of his fearful power has never ſallen on Alde

baran. Those who dwell in that fortunate world

know nothing of evil and have no more thought

of becoming Gods than has Aldebaran himself of

leaving his sphere to revole in the eccentric orbit

of a comet. Pride, passion, envy and revenge

are unknown; covetousness, ambition and cruel

ty are words not found in their language, and

having ſulfilled their day in peace and happiness

they pass from that form of life which confines

them to their particular world to become citizens

of the universe, as Enoch was translated that he

should not see death, and “was not for God took

him,” so in the unfallen worlds, the change from

the first and inferior form of life to the second and

superior, may be without pain, surprise or fear.

In the entire frame-work of the universe there are

two manifest designs, two distinct ends, the one

is found in the isolated world intended for the first

form of life and observation to the rational crea

tures, in which they are confined by the impassa

ble barrier of an atmosphere, and from which

they cannot escape, but by a radical change in

their mode of life, by passing from an animal

and natural into a spiritual body subject to differ

ent laws; the other is seen the entire system, de

signed for the second and higher order of life, in

which released from its former and limited organ

ization the soul enters upon the Universe and be.

comes a citizen of the commonwealth of the en

tire material creation and is at liberty, unless pre

vented for transgression, to range over the whole

and to inspect it with the same freedom with

which a single planet, or world, was surveyed in

the first and inferior form of existence. We think

that this is indicated in the structure of the Uni

verse, and that knowing that our world, and all

single and particular worlds were made for the

inspection of rational creatures, we are bound to

inſer, that all suns and systems in the ascending

series to the whole vast, and to us infinite crea.

tion, which is yet one in the correspondence and

dependance of its parts and the unity of its plan,

are designed to be seen and comprehended, sur

veyed and examined, in a higher form of life.—

To doubt this is to disregard the obvious analogy

which is presented by our own position and pow

ers, in respect to our world and the present exis

tence. , Has God made planets to be inhabited by

rational creatures, who are capable of surveying

and mapping its parts, calculating its powers, of

measuring its dimensions, of enjoying and admir

ing its beauties, and has he not made the entire

system for the same purpose, to be seen and

known in a higher form of life, as its parts are in

an inferior 1 Is there really any thing incredible or

even difficult, in this on philosophical principles 1

Are there not changes in the inferior forms of life

and within our own inspection, as marked and

marvellous! The water worm that in its dark and

slimy bed, apprehends only the few inches of sand

in which it makes its circuit, and the few shells

which lie within its observation, having fulfilled

its first mode of organic life rises to the surface,

casts off its skin, which it leaves a dead thing float

ing on the water, and rises into the atmosphere

and looks upon the sun, still an insect indeed, but

an insect now with wings, beautifully apparalelled

and capable of a flight and of a survey, which by

contrast with its former condition is as remarka

ble, as a transfer from a planet to a Universe.

But it is time to forbear, for some of you may

suspect me of a design to preach, rather than phi

losophise, a thing unpardonable before a literary

association, and when dealing with so ſanciful a

subject as a star. Yet we must be allowed to

magnify Aldebaran, that he may shine among the

other stars which have attracted your attention

this winter, and won so much deserved applause.

Every man for himself, is the motto of our world.

whatever is the maxim of the Aldebaranites, of

course every man for his own star, to do the best

he can to make it twinkle among its fellows.-

Besides, have not progress, selſ reliance, self im

provement, and other matters of glorification

been the great themes of the winter ably urged.

powerſully vindicated, so that those of the contra

ry opinion, hide their diminished heads, with the

sole consolation that if the doctrine of progress

be true, they belong to the movement, and if self

reliance be the grand secret of success, they have

only to put a good face on affairs, and make up

by a commendable self esteem for the slights and

neglects of the public. By the law of progress

ought not the new invariably to surpass the old,

and should not the last lecture be always reckoned

the best 1 While upon the popular principle of

self reliance is not a man justified in standing to

his own opinions, right or wrong, if all the world

were against him

But as one popular fallacy sometimes destroys

another we would respectfully suggest, that some

ſuture lecturer take up the subject of the omnip

otence of public sentiment. It would be easy to

show, in the first place, that majorities are always

right; and secondly, that they should always rule;

and thirdly, that he who reſuses to follow their

lead ought to be forthwith huug up, being worthy

of death, as a terror to evil doers, unless, indeed,

that long desired law abolishing the death penalty

should be enacted, which is to constitute the

crowning demonstration of our progress. The

lecturer might show that all the responsibilities of

individual opinion are avoided by adherence to

majorities—all the trouble of thinking, and all the

odium of singularity. He might add, that the age

of heroes and prophets has passed, that in the pro

gress of human affairs it had come to be seen that

the only just dominion is that of public sentiment,

and that the multiplication of cyphers whose pro

duct was formerly thought to be nothing, is now

demonstrated to give a grand sum total in the new

arithmetic ; or in other words, while the individ

nal (by the supposition) is a mere, cypher, whose

opinions are of no importance, the judgment of

individuals in the aggregate are the perfection of

wisdom and knowledge. But is selſ reliance

compatible with a proper submission to popular

opinion ? Is it not swallowed up as were the lit

tle serpents of the Egyptian sorcerers by the ser

pent rod of the new prophet, whose naume is

LEGION ?

But if there are Philosophers in Aldebaran,

which is highly probable, if literary associations

and lectures are established in that distant orb, it

is possible that their views might differ altogether

from ours on the subject of self-reliance. In their

ignorance and simplicity, they might give utter
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ance to such sentiments as the following:—“We

are happy in having escaped the fate of the apos.

tate angels who fell from their high estate, as it

has been revealed to us, by the sun of pride, for

getting their dependance upon God, in whom all

creatures live and move and have their being, they

set up for themselves and lost their thrones in

heaven; it is intimated in our Scriptures also that

in an obscure and distant world, a similar ruin

resulted from a similar cause, beware then O

ye dwellers of Aldebaran of a like presumption

trust not in yourselves, but in Him who made

you, rely not upon your own wisdom, but upon

His, whose understanding is infinite, glory not

in your own strength for there is no power but of

God, in your most arduous efforts seek his aid,

without whom we can do nothing, and who when

we work in this necessary dependance of the

creature upon the creator works in us to will and

to do so that we can do all things through the

divine assistance. The security of all the inno

cent and holy is in their felt dependance, the mis.

ery of all fallen beings is their self-reliance. In

this ignorant and simple way, it may be the Phil

osphers of.our star speak to their admiring, be

cause unenlightened congregations. It is a re.

markable fact that there is an old book in our

world which contains similar antiquated senti

ments, which says among other things that, “he

that trusteth in his own heart is a fool,” and it is

upon record that a stalwart old fanatic by name

Oliver Cromwell, who believed in this book, told

his soldiers on the eve of a great battle, which

he won. as he strangely enough did the most that

he fought, “to put their trust in God and keep

their powder dry,” placing self reliance in a sec

ondary and inferior position, while our progres

sive philosophy has made it the first, if not the

sole means of success. But no better light has

beamed on Aldebaran, no new philosophies, no

social systems of human invention, they go along

the old beaten track of duty, and obedience and

dependance and if ever our rare inventions ena

ble us to communicate with this unfortunate

world, and who can limit our progress, we ought

at once to send missionaries to its benighted in

habitants that they like us may become as Gods

knowing good and evil. We might transfer to

them political apostles from the extremes of both

our great parties without any irreparable loss to

ourselves who should teach them the principles of

progressive democracy.

We might also spare without great damage to

our world, a few of those renowned discoverers

who invent new gospels every year, to instruct

the Aldebaranites in the mystery of a progressive

religion and to inform their ignorance in regard

to the causes of apostacy and transgression, result

ing not from sin, as their musty old books declare.

• but from the defective social systems under which

God placed angels and men, a remedy for which,

thanks to our progress, has now been discovered.

In fact we might colonize a portion of our politi

cal and religious reformers and of our progressive

philosophers with high advantage to ourselves,

whatever might be the result to Aldebaran, and

as charity begins at home, their exodus as mis

sionaries from us would wear a highly philanthro

pic and benevolent aspect.

Possibly this scheme might result in annexa

tion, as did the early emigration of a band of Re

formers to Texas, and if Aldebaran should prove

refractory and our means of communication would

enable us to transport the munitions of war, we

might reform them as we have the Mexicans, by

the eloquence of cannon, and convince them by

the gentle pursuasives of powder and ball, and

enlighten their darkened understandings with

bombs and burnings.

Unhappily it is not demonstrable that these de

sirable results can be immediately accomplished,

or that our communications with Aldebaran will

be speedily opened. One hates to question any

thing in the line of progress, but candor compels

us to say that there are difficulties of distance

and atmosphere to be overcome, which lead us to

conclude that this achievement will be reserved

for a future and of course a more enlightened gen

enration.

But unconscious of these machinations against

the peace and prosperity of his inhabitants, Alde

barau shines on happy in his comparative igno

rance of our remarkable world, esteeming us only

as one of the lesser lights made to revolve around

and depend upon those great luminaries, who,

with himself are centres of systems, suns, in

whose light and heat the inferior planets rejoice.

Perhaps Aldebaran and the other Stars if they

were fully advised of our improvements, and ad

vances, and could be made to appreciate them,

would say to the earth as the Cedars of Lebanon

are represented in the Scriptures to have said to

the the bramble: “come thou and reign over us,”

to which, with the briar we might be supposed to

make the like magnificent reply: “come and put

your trust under my shadow.”

But other than fanciful or satirical thoughts are

suggested by the night watchers—those glorious

sentinels who indicate the vast and yet undiscov

ered army who lie back of them in the profound

depths of space.

How immeasurable is that Omnipotence which

fashioned these vast bordies which communicates

and continues their motions, which holds them in

their courses, which works their grand and com

plicated mechanism without disruption, disorder,

or confusion.

What contrasts of permanency and continuance

with change and decay, arise in the mind ſrom

the contemplation of the fixed stars from this

world of ours. The red eye of Taurus, that look

ed out upon the fresh wrought capstones of the

greatest of the Egyptian Pyramids, raised to their

lofty position amid the voices of shouting mil

lions, which like the noise of many waters, cele

brated the completion of a monument which was

to perpetuate the ſame of their king and the glory

of his subjects—now shines upon its time worn

summit with the same lustre, though the naine of

the monarch is forgotten, and the dust of the peo

ple by whose labor it was erected,has covered and

concealed its base.

The beams of Aldebaran rested upon the towers

of Babylon in her day of pride, and gleamed ou

the gigantic image in the plain of Dura, to whom

all nations and tongues were commanded to do

homage by the proud Prince who filled the throne

of the first Universal Monarchy:—the same star

now glistens on the waters of the Euphrates

which have long since buried beneath their mar

shes the last memorial of the golden city which

sat a queen among the nations.

That race of giants who founded the hundred

ated Thebes, ages before the wing of the Roman

#. was fledged for conquest, who built the

temples which Homer celebrated, which mock the

efforts of succeeding generations, who designed

and elevated that wonderful statue of Memnon

which the morning sun made vocal, who wrought

the mysterious and massive features of the Sphinx

—saw Aldebaran gild their yet unrivalled monu

ments of art, genius and mechanical power:—their

pigmy successors, barbarous and hunger smitten,

wander by the light of the same star among

ruins, the grandeur of which has hardly been in
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paired by the flight of thirty centuries—for Mem- tion has reared to thy memory over the desert

non and the Sphinxes still keep watch and ward, ed and decaying tabernacle that once enshrined

over “Thebais Hecatompylos.’ thy soul, and which is again to receive it when

The soldier who watched by night upon the raised a spritual and incorruptible body by that

Walls of Tyre, the ancient Mistress of the Sea, word of power, that from emptiness and nothing

when Alexander was thundering at her gates, ness, from darkness and chaos, summoned at the

saw the beams of Aldebaran cast upon the fleets beginning, matter and motion, light and life.

and armies, which girt in their deadly embrace | What an image of immutability and eternity is

the Emporium of the Commerce of the East, a fixed Star pointing us to a future and endless

‘whose merchants were princes;'—no wall, no existence to another and a better life—a light

sentinel, no towers or ships, or hostile legions— house of the skies directing the mariner on the

sees Palilicium now, he shines on a bare rock Ocean of life to a haven of eternal rest—a win

where a few poor fisherinen spread their nets to dow in the heavens revealing glimpses of a glory

dry. which eye hath not seen, which ear hath not

Upon a collection of rude huts on an island in heard, –an orb, the magnitude of which teaches

the Seine, and still ruder fortifications of the wild that true and divinely appointed progress which

Gauls, looked the Star Aldebaran two thousand! consists in the expectation of, and the preparation

years ago—now the same light rests upon a city for, another and higher organization when the

of a million of souls, to which the civilization, the walls of our earthly house shall be broken,_an

arts, the literature, and the proſligacy of Athens' eye beholding all things, penetrating the secrets of

and Corinth have been transferred, and flourish night apt emblem of that Omniscience with

with something like their pristine vigor. whom the darkness and the light are alike.

Upon Druid cal rites and human sacrifices | Happy will it be for us if we learn the lessons

shone Palilicum once in a distant and petty isle which are taught by the heavenly Host. Fortu
of the Northern A lantic, which the imperial Cae- nate will the speaker to night esteem. himself if

sars thought hardly worth their conquest—upon , Aldebarun meets with your favor, and is allowed

the 'ane spot the modern Baylon now rears her to take a humble place behind those stars of the

Christ an Temples, sending her fleets to every first magnitude which have shone upon this con

sea, her colonies to every continent, the Star of gregation from evening to evening in this place

Do ninion rests upon the ancient Brittanniaksoon from whom if our star differs, it is with all re

to dawn upon the dwelling place of her sons in spect. Nene will be offended who are lovers of

the New World, for “Westward the Star of truth which is always more readily elicited by

Empire takes its way.” discussion, and, if any are distnrbed by our com

Less than four centuries since upon the bleak paratively feeble and unequal advocacy of old

inhospitable coasts of an unknown continent, fashioned opinions, they will only manifest their

roamed a few savage hunters and warriors in the own want of confidence in the popular dogmas

wilderness, who thought the stars shone to light; which they uphold.
the brave andyº to º: happy

hunting fields in the sky. hat wilderness is

nowº by ºt...ºn milio.º. v. Gov. Tompkinsºn, ºwls and camel
confederacy of States before whom the forests driving.

and their tenants have disappeared, who have We copy the following from the Correspondence
leveled the mountains and filled up the valiyes— -

-

who have chosen their emblems from the heaven. of the N. Y. Home Journal. If not true, it ought

ly host and spangled their banner with stars — to be :

That tanner now visits every sea and floats tri-) very soon after the elevation of Tompkins to
umphantly over conquered cities, continually ad- the chair of state, after his triumphant success

ding new States to that Galaxy, which symboliz- over Governor Lewis, the latter was elected to

es a power that already casts the dawn nx the Senate from the middle district, and chosen a

light of itsºw." upon the startled member of the Council of Appointment. At one

monarchies of the Old World. And the flattered of the sessions of this council, Governor Lewis

nightwatchers follow the star spangled banner with introduced the subject of the recent election, and

earnest gaze along its destined path of conquest, expressed his surprise at the result—more especi

and Aldebaran gazes out on all those changes ally marvelling at the change of popular opinion
with the same calin and conscious smile. in a particular town in Otsego, where, his friends

And over the ruins of the new Dominions had assured him, there was but one man in it,

shall Palilicium shine; upon their broken power and who would vote for the “Farmer's Boy.” “Don’t

departed glory, hall the eye of Aldºbaran gaze you know how that was brought about 7” asked
and this young Empire, like its eagle emblem, Tompkins. “Not I,” replied the ex-Governor;

spreading its wings, for conquest, shall fall like “but should like to know the cause.” “Well,

its predecessors in the paths of progress and be

broken forever and the pitiful stars shall look

down upon the wreck of our glory, and say, alas,

alas, how art thou fallen, O son of the morning,

and made thy bed in the dust, and become like to

voter you mention, did, for a long time, stand

alone—the butt and ridicule of all his towns inen,

for his staunch adherence to the “Farmer's Boy;”

- - and one day, at a large meeting, they began, as

those who have gone before thee into the sides of usual, to roast him for his singular predilection.

the pit. Says your particular friend, Judge S. : “Is it

Thy grave, O Hearer, shall Aldebaran watch, possible that you mean to vote for Daniel D., the

when the fire of thine eye is quenched, when the ‘Farmer's Boy 7" Why : he was sold, ten years

bloom on thy cheek has ſailed, and guard the ago, by his father, for twenty bushels of potatoes!

ortals of thy grave until the day when the Really it is disgraceful to stick to a fellow who

aster of Life shall cast down the throne and was held so cheap by his own relations.” “Well,

break the dominion of death. Thy spirit will Judge,” was the reply, “I don't know anything

soon leave its house of clay, and pass out upon about the story, but, if you say it is, it must be,

the universe, and perchance to this distant star, true : but, l’ve heard tell, that, since that time,

thou mayest wing thine uninterrupted way, and, he has been a member of the State Convention

bethink thee, as thou surveyest its glories, that —a member of the Assembly—and a member of

its light is resting upon the remote planet of thy Congress: is that true 7" "Yes,’ said the Judge,

birth, and glistening upon the marble that affec-' but what of that 7” “Why, just this : I know,

then,” said the other, “it was thus: The solitary
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